Wantage CE Primary School

Year 5
Term 6
Summer 2018

Science
The classes will be
investigating forces and
English
motion, including
We will be reading tales from gravity, water
‘The Odyssey’ innovating,
resistance and friction.
creating and performing
The class will be
plays, based on Odysseus’
designing and conducting
adventures. The children will
experiments each week,
learn a range of creative
recording and evaluating
writing techniques and
their findings. The
develop an engaging speaking
children will learn how
style. We will be looking at a
to design a ‘fair test’
range of non-fiction texts
and their particular features. using control variables.
They will learn about
We will discover more about
some famous Scientists
the Ancient Greeks through
from Ancient Greek
reading a variety of myths
times.
about their Gods and
Goddesses.
Maths
French
We will be revising the skills We will be learning
which we have learned this
shape and colour
year, with a focus on exam
vocabulary and grammar
technique.
skills to describe and
The children will strengthen
express opinions about
their skills in finding
artwork. They will
fractions and percentage.
continue to learn about
We will also be working to
the importance of
consolidate and extend
masculine, feminine and
mathematical fluency in the
plural and how nouns and
four operations.
adjectives ‘agree’.

Aiming for Excellence “Use the gifts God has given you.” 1Peter 4:10

R.E.
Continuing our study
of Christianity, we
will be learning
about famous
Christians. The
children will
investigate and
evaluate how
following the
Christian faith
effects a Christian’s
everyday life and
how this can benefit
others.
Music
Appreciating great
composers, genres
and development of
music. Explore and
create digital
compositions.
Art & Design
The children will be
creating ‘cut out’
artwork, inspired by
the French artist
Matisse.

P.E. (Tuesday and
Friday)
Rounders - we will be
developing our bowling,
batting, fielding as well
as teamwork and turntaking and competitive
spirit.
Athletics- We will be
working to hone our skills
for sports day. As well as
our leadership and
teamwork skills. The
children will be learning
to lead exercise routines
in small groups,
demonstrating
leadership, teamwork and
good technique.

History & Geography
We will be learning to
find Greece on a world
map, describe its climate
and terrain, while building
an understanding of the
Ancient Greek culture.
We will consider the
short and long-term
impact of influential
Greek inventions including
the aqueduct, chewing
gum and democracy. We
will also learn how
historians find out about
the past through
examining primary and
secondary sources.

Design Technology
The children will
research and investigate
the components and
working of a Greek
chariot. They will design,
build and evaluate their
own Greek chariots –
using giant junk modelling
materials. We will be
collecting materials from
25th June.

Computing
Year 5 children will
develop their research
skills by using the
internet to find out about
a famous Christian. They
will use Publisher;
choosing a range of text
sizes, text boxes, fonts,
and pictures. They will
present their work to the
class.

